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Turgot, "Letter to the King on Finance" (1774) 

In 1774, the newly ascendant Louis XVI appointed as his minister of finance a 

pro–Enlightenment economist and administrator named Anne–Robert–Jacques Turgot, a 

baron from a noble family with many generations of service to the kings of France. In 
office, Turgot sought to implement many reforms of the royal treasury. In this passage, 
he informs the King of the debts he has discovered in the royal treasury and proposes 

reforming fiscal policy by cutting expenditures and more equitable taxation —without 
considering whether or not this will be acceptable to the Parlements. 

 

24 August 1774. 

Sire, 

I could have wished to have detailed the reflections that are suggested to me 

by the present posture of the finances, but time will not permit me. I reserve myself 
for a more ample explanation, when I shall have obtained more accurate 

information. In the present moment, I confine myself, Sire, to call to your recollection 
three ideas: 

No bankruptcy—neither avowed nor disguised under compulsory reductions.  

No increase of taxes—the reasons for this measure Your Majesty will find in 
the situation of your people, and still more in your own heart.  

No new loans—for every loan, by diminishing the amount of the free revenue, 
necessarily produces at last a bankruptcy, or an increase  of taxes. In a period of 

peace, money should not be borrowed, unless to liquidate old debts, or to discharge 
others bearing a higher interest. 

To obtain these three points there is but one method, that of reducing the 

expenditure below the receipt , and so much below it as to leave twenty millions 
[ livres] every year for the redemption of former debts. Without this precaution, the 
first cannonball that is fired will force the state to a public bankruptcy.  

Where to retrench? Every department will maintain that, as far as relates to 

itself, there is scarcely a single expenditure that is not indispensable. The reasons 
alleged may be very good, but . . . must give way to the irresistible necessity of 

economy. 

It is this necessity then that calls upon Your Majesty to oblige each 

department to consult the Minister of Finances.  It is indispensable that he should 
be allowed to discuss with each, in Your Majesty's presence, the degree of necessity 

of proposed expenses. Above all, it is requisite, Sire, when you have t hus fixed upon 
the funds of each department, that you should forbid him who is charged with it to 

engage any new expense without having first consulted the Minister of Finance on 
the means of supplying it. Without this [measure], each department will load itself 
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with debts, which will still be the debts of Your Majesty; and the person directing the 

finances will never be responsible for any correspondence between the expenditure 
and the receipt. . . . 

A hope may be indulged, that, by the improvement of agri culture, by the 

suppression of abuses in the collection of the revenue, and by a more equal 
distribution of the taxes, the people may be sensibly relieved, without greatly 
diminishing the public income, but, unless economy is adopted first, no reform will be 

possible, for there is no reform which does not involve the risk of some interruption in 
the collection of funds and one must expect a multiplicity of embarrassments, which 

will be created by the man. 

Source: Jean-Louis Soulavie, Historical and Political Memoirs of the Reign of 
Lewis XVI from His Marriage to His Death, Translated from the French...in Six 
Volumes..., vol. 3 (London: G. and J. Robinson, 1802), 423-438. 

Remonstrances of Parlement of Paris against Turgot’s Six Edicts (1776) 

In these remonstrances, the magistrates of the Parlement of Paris, recently 

restored to their position by Louis XVI after having been "exiled" from office by Louis 
XV in 1771, voice their opposition to reforms proposed by the finance minister, Anne –
Robert–Jacques Turgot. In the first, they argue against Turgot’s idea of raising money 

by taxing lands owned by nobles. The magistrates (themselves all noble landowners) 
cite the tradition whereby only those subject to the obligatory labor of the corvée (that 

is, only peasants) should have to pay taxes to the crown. Note their emphasis on 
"justice" over rational reform of royal fiscal policy. In the second, they oppose 

Turgot’s attempt to suppress the guilds in order to promote commerce and thus enhance 
royal revenues. The magistrates draw on the traditional argument that society is made 

up not of individuals, but of groups of people bound into corporations.  

 

The desire to ease the burdens placed on the people is too praiseworthy in a 

sovereign and conforms so much with the wishes of your parlement, that the latter 
could never conceive of dissuading Your Majesty from such a noble and legitimate 
goal. 

But when projects, with such pleasant prospects, lead to real and increased 

injustices and even imperil the constitution and the tranquility of the state, it is our 
faithful duty, without seeking to place obstacles in the way of your beneficence, to 

establish laws against the imprudent efforts being made to commit Your Majesty to a 
course of action whose pitfalls and dangers have been concealed from you. . . .  

Your parlement understood that the edict substituting a universal, indefinite, 
and perpetual land tax for the corvée , under the guise of the apparent relief it 

offers the people, could at first glance have seemed a benefice nt act inspired by 
love of humanity. But at the same time, Sire, your parlement was sure that a more 

careful examination of the edict would reveal to Your Majesty that it represents a 
policy burdensome even for those whom you wish to help, and contrary to the sense 
of justice that motivates you………….. 
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The first rule of justice is to preserve for every man that which belongs to him. 

This is the fundamental rule of natural law, as well as of the law of nations and of 
civil government. It is a rule that consists not only of maintaining property rights, but 

also of preserving personal rights, in addition to those which derive from the 
prerogatives of birth and Estate. 

From this rule of law and equity it follows that any system designed to create 
an equality of duties between men, even under the guise of humanity and 

benevolence, would tend to destroy those distinctions that are necessary to a well -
ordered monarchy, and quickly result in disorder. The inevitable result of absolute 

equality would be the overthrow of civil society, which is maintained in harmony only 
through the hierarchy of power, authority, precedence, and distinction which keeps 

each man in his place and protects all states of being from confusion.  

This social order is not only essential to the practice of every sound 

government as it has its origin in divine law. The infinite and immutable wisdom 
obvious in the universe established an unequal distribution of strength and character, 

necessarily resulting in inequality in the conditions of men  within the social order. 
Despite the best efforts of the human mind, this 'universal law' is found in every 

realm, in turn maintaining the order that preserves it. . . .  

In the assembly created by these different orders, all the people of your 

kingdom are your subjects , and all must contribute to the needs of the state. But 
general order and harmony must be upheld even in this contribution. The personal 

responsibility of the clergy is to fulfill all the functions relating to education and 
religion and to aid the unfortunate through alms. The noble devotes his life to the 

defense of the state and assists the sovereign by providing council. The last class of 
the nation, which cannot render such distinguished service to the state, fulfills its 

obligation through taxes, industry and physical labor. . . .  

These institutions were not formed by chance, and time cannot change them. To 

abolish them, the whole French constitution would have to be overturned. . . .  

In freeing the last class of citizens from the corvée that it has been subject to 
until now, the edict transfers the burden to the two orders of the state which have 
never had to pay it. There will no longer be any difference between your subjects. 

The noble and the cleric become subject to the corvée or the tax that replaces the 
corvée , which amounts to the same thing. 

Sire, this is not a struggle between rich and poor, as some have tried to 

convince you. It is a governmental question, and a most important one, since it is a 
matter of knowing whether all your  subjects can or should be treated identically, 
and whether differences in conditions, ranks, titles and precedence should cease to 

be acknowledged. . . .  

It was the descendants of those ancient knights who placed or kept the crown 
on the head of Your Majesty's forefathers. It was these noble descendents, poor and 

virtuous, who, for so many centuries shed their blood for the extension and defense 
of the monarchy, and who, with another kind of magnanimity, have neglected their 
own fortunes or spent them in order to dedication themselves entirely to the public 

good. The revenues of these pureblooded nobles are limited to the modest yield of 
the lands inherited from their fathers which they cultivate with their own hands, often 

without the help of any servants other than their children. Gentlemen such as these 
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could be exposed to the humiliation of seeing themselves dragged off to the corvée ! 

. . . 

Consequently, in reflecting on the law and the constitution of this state, Your 
Majesty will no longer doubt that this plan, against which Your  parlement protests 

only so that it may fulfill its duty, clearly leads to the annihilation of the time -
honored exemptions for the nobility and the clergy, to the confusion of Estates, and 
to the subversion of the monarchy's constitutional principles.  

Parlementary Argument against the Edict Suppressing the Guilds presented to the 

King at the lit de justice [seat of justice] of 12 March 1776  

Liberty is without doubt the principle of all actions, it lies at the core of each 

Estate, and, above all, it is the life force and primary impetus of commerce. But Sire, 
this belief, so common today and which is heard from one end of the kingdom to 

another, must not be understood to mean unlimited liberty that knows no other law 
than its own vagaries, and acknowledges no rules beyond its own. This kind of 

liberty is nothing more than a veritable independence which would soon be 
transformed into unfettered license, opening the door to every abuse. This source of 

wealth would then become a source of destruction, a source of disorder, an  occasion 
for fraud and plunder; the inevitable result being the total annihilation of the arts 
and of artisans, of confidence and of commerce. . . .  

Sire, your subjects are divided into as many different bodies as there are 

Estates in the kingdom: the clergy, the nobility, the high courts and lower tribunals, 
the officers attached to these tribunals, the universities and academies, the banks 

and commercial companies. In every part of the state there are bodies that can be 
seen as links in a great chain, the first link of which is in the hands of Your Majesty 
as head and sovereign administrator of all that constitutes the body of the nation.  

The very idea of destroying this precious chain should be appalling. The 

corporations of merchants and artisans form a necessary part of this indivisible 
whole which contributes to the general security of the realm. Sire, because 

independence is a defect in the political constitution and men are always tempted to 
abuse liberty, the law has instituted corporations, created guilds, and established 
regulations. ………………………………….To loosen the springs that move this 

multitude of different bodies, to annihilate the guilds, to abolish the regulations, in a 
word to disperse the members of all the corporations, is to destroy all the various 

means which commerce itself must want for its own preservation. Every manufacturer, 
every artisan, every worker will see himself as an isolated entity, dependent only 

upon himself and free to indulge his often disordered imagination. All subordination 
will be destroyed, there will be no more checks and balances, and the desire for 

profit will drive all the workshops. Since honesty is not always the surest way to 
wealth, the entire public, native and foreign al ike, will be the constant dupes of 
well-prepared secret schemes designed blind and entice them. ………  Our principal 

motivation is the interest of commerce in general, not only in the capital but in the 
entire kingdom, not only in France, but in all of Europe , in fact, in the entire world.  

Source: Jules Flammermont,  Remonstrances du Parlement de Paris au XVIIIe 

siècle, vol. 3 (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 188898), 27592, 34454.  
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Fictional Attack by "Terray" on Turgot (1781[?]) 

In the 1780s, following the fall of the reform–minded Turgot and Necker 

ministries, traditionalists felt certain that they had seen the last of the crass, pro –

commerce ideas that these men and their supporters had promoted. In this pamphlet, 
Turgot personally is mocked by an author writing as if he were the abbé Terray, who 

had preceded Turgot as finance minister; the fictional "Terray" takes Turgot to task for 
thinking that he was justified in promoting such drastic changes on his own rather than 
deferring to his social betters, such as the noble magistrates of the Parlements and the 

aristocrats in the King’s entourage. 

 

THE party, Sir, which twelve months ago raised you to the administration, 

amused us with the most lofty presages of your future operation s. They said, it is not 
intrigue, and it is not chance, which has raised this man to office, it is his personal 

merit. Far different from those who have gone before him, he will dedicate his 
attention to doing what the duties of his position require not to  keeping his place as 

long as he can. The system of his predecessor will not be his. He is a man of genius, 
who will find his own agents while developing a plan based on his principles, which 

will alleviate oppression, diminish the taxes, and revive agricu lture and commerce.  

The public has now patiently waited for a whole year, expecting the execution 

of these promises. I could, however, if I pleased, compose an interesting and 
instructive volume of the faults you have committed; first against the French fi nancial 

well-being; and second, against the principles of a sound statesman and a good 
politician. 

More fortunate at your accession to office than I was, I left you nothing but 
good deeds to perform; the ill was completed before you took office. I had 

established an equilibrium between receipts and expenditures. I left the royal 
coffers amply replenished. You had nothing to do but to receive. All then that 

remained for you was to invent the best means of relieving the public burdens, which 
you decided that I had increased beyond all just proportion to the ability of the 

subject or the necessities of the King. When you came into office, you found the state 
without a system, and your predecessors shifting at random from day to day as they 
could. 

What is it you have done? Given yourself over body and soul to a sect which 

has elected you their chief. You act only as they dictate, and you see only with 
their eyes. Their doctrines of administration are a tissue of ignorance, narrow 

views, and sophistry. The princip les of their system are groundless and mistaken; 
the injury, therefore, that they do in office, and the mischiefs they inflict on the 
people of France, are continually growing more formidable. You have weakened 

the love of his subjects towards the best of kings. You have involved your 
sovereign, without his being aware of it, in a chaos of errors, from which you can 

never extricate him.  

Source: Jean-Louis Soulavie, Historical and Political Memoirs of the Reign of 
Lewis XVI from His Marriage to His Death, T ranslated from the French...in Six 
Volumes..., vol. 3 (London: G. and J. Robinson, 1802), 431-438. 
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Calonne, "Programs of Reform," Address to Assembly of Notables 
(1787) 

In 1783 Charles Alexandre de Calonne, a provincial noble, became royal finance 
minister. At first, he, like Vergennes, saw no need to rationalize the royal treasury or 

to appease the Parlements. By 1786, however, the deficit had become so huge—one–
sixth of the total royal budget—that Calonne knew that reforms—meaning more taxes, 

or at least more loans—could no longer be put off. To obtain the support of regional 
nobles for such changes, the King called an Assembly of Notables. At the opening 

session, on 22 February 1787, Calonne addressed the  assembly and proposed a 
uniform tax across the kingdom, to be administered by provincial assemblies of nobles 
and other elites. In other words, a royal minister was now suggesting that taxation 

privileges should be replaced by a fiscal policy that would apply to all equally.  

 

Abuses [in tax payment] . . . are defended by self -interest, influence, wealth 

and ancient prejudices which seem to be hallowed by time; but what are all these 
together compared with the common good and the necessity of the state?  

These abuses oppress the wealth-producing, laboring class: the abuses of 

pecuniary privilege; exceptions to the general rule, and so many unjust; exemptions 
which only relieve one section of taxpayers by aggravating the condition of the 
others. . . . 

The projects which the King intends to impart to you . . . . are neither 

doctrinaire nor novelties. They represent a summary of . . . the plans for the public 
good long contemplated by experienced statesmen and by the government itself. 
Some have been attempted in part and all seem to have the backing of the 

nation, but hitherto their complete implementation appeared impracticable 
because of the difficulty of reconciling a host of local customs, claims, privileges 

and conflicting interests.  

To this end, His Majesty has first of all considered the various forms of 
administration which occur in those provinces without [local] Estates. In order that the 
distribution of taxation may cease to be unequal and arbitrary , He has decided to 

confide the task to the landowners and he has derived from the first principles of the 
monarchy the general plan of a graduated series of deliberative assemblies 

whereby the expression of the taxpayers' wishes and their observations on 
everything which concerns them will be transmitted f rom parish to district assemblies, 

thence to provincial assemblies and through them to the throne.  

Next His Majesty brought all his personal attention to bear on establishing the 

same principle of uniformity . . . . in the distribution of the land tax. . .  . He 
recognized that . . . the vingtièmes [one-twentieth], instead of being assessed as they 

should be on all the land in his kingdom in true proportion to the value of the crop, 
suffer an infinity of exceptions which are tolerated rather than regarded as  

legitimate. . . . The revenue of this general tax, instead of providing the government 
with vital information about the produce of the kingdom and the relative wealth of 
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each province, serve only to demonstrate the offensive inequality between their 

various contributions. . . . 

His Majesty has decided to remedy these defects by applying the rules of a 
strictly distributive justice, by restoring the original intention behind the tax, and by 

raising it to its true value without increasing anyone's contributi on (indeed granting 
some relief to the people), and finally by making every kind of privilege 
incompatible. The vingtièmes will be replaced by a general land tax covering the 

whole area of the kingdom on a proportion of all produce, payable in kind where 
feasible, otherwise in money, and admitting of no exception, even the crown 

lands other than those resulting from the varying fertility of the soil and the 
varying harvests.  

The lands of the [Roman Catholic] Church would necessarily be included  in 
this general assessment which, to be fair, must include all land as does the protection 

for which it is the price. But in order that these lands should not be overburdened by 
continuing to pay the taxes collected to fund the debt of the clergy, the King, 

sovereign protector of the churches of his kingdom, has decided to provide for the 
repayment of this debt by granting the clergy the necessary authorization to make 

the repayment [by selling off feudal rights, etc.] . . . .  

Complete freedom of the grain trade  . . . with the one exception of deferring 

to the wishes of the provinces when any of them think it necessary temporarily to 
suspend export abroad. . . . 

The King also proposes the abolition of the corvée [forced labor on public 

highways] and the conversion of this excessively harsh exaction to a monetary 
contribution distributed more justly and spent in such a way that it can never be 
diverted to other purposes. 

Internal free trade, customs houses removed  to the frontiers, the 

establishment of a uniform tariff taking the needs of commerce into 
consideration, the suppression of several taxes which are harmful to industry or 

lead too easily to harassment and the alleviation of the burden of the gabelle [the 
obligation to purchase salt from the state] (which I have never mentioned to His 
Majesty without his being deeply grieved that he cannot rid his subjects of it 

altogether). These, gentlemen, are so many salutary measures which enter into the 
plan upon which His Majesty will enlarge and which all conform to the principles of 

order and uniformity which are its basis.  

Source: Jules Flammermont, Remonstrances du Parlement de Paris au XVIIIe 
siècle, vol. 1 (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1888–98), 189–98. 

 

 


